The University of Missouri is home to a thriving research and creative scholarship community that nurtures and supports thousands of undergraduates, graduate students and postdocs. Show Me Research Week is a celebration of their accomplishments and a showcase for all community stakeholders to see their investments come to fruition.

**Encouraging your students**

Please consider adding assignments connected to [Show Me Research Week 2024](https://mizzou.us/SMRW) events and exhibitions to your spring semester course syllabi. We look forward to sharing more student involvement ideas soon.

**Assignment ideas**

Have students:

- Evaluate a presentation using a rubric.
- Answer a set of questions after attending a research session or exhibit.
- Write a reflection paper after attending a professional development workshop.
- Attend a keynote speaker event and write a paper reflecting on the main points and how they relate to subject matter discussed in class.
- Write a paper analyzing a visual art, design or other creative project.

**SEEK. SOLVE. SHOW.**
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